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A survey of blocking mechanisms, with
application to the Australian region

P. G. Baines, CSIRO Division of Atmospheric Physics, Aspendqlg,. Victoria
(Mandscript received September 1982; revised November 1982)

A variety of dynamical mechanisms has been proposed in the literature to explein-the
phenomenon of blocking. There are two mrior phenomena which require explenrtion'
namely (i) what process initlates the blocked state, and (ii) whrt is the mechanlsm which
maintains the blocked sttte over r considerable period of time? The proposed
mechanisms are revlewed in the light of the chrracteristlcs of blocking in the Australirn

blocking.

Introduction
The phenomenon of blocking may be loosely defined
as consisting of a stationary synoptic feature (or
features) which lasts for at least several days,
around which the westerly airstream with its own
embedded synoptic structure is deflected. The
stationary feature may take the form of a single
ridge or anticyclone, but more commonly and
significantly it consists of a cyclone-anticyclone pair
oriented north-south with the low nearest the
equator. Blocking has a very substantial effect on
the weather, because it deflects the paths of
travelling storms etc. in a systematic and persistent
way. It may even be sufficiently extensive and long-
lived to cause substantial variations in weather
patterns for a particular season, so that it may be
said to be a factor affecting climate. Consequently,
if mechanisms can be identified which control

partly associated with a persistent blocking event in
the Tasman Sea, which lasted from early June until
mid July. In f,act, the correlation between droughts
and blocking would appear to deserve further study.

Successive severe winters in the densely populated
areas in the northern hemisphere in the late 1970s

have resulted in an upsurge of interest in blocking,
from both the observational and theoretical aspects'
A number of diverse theoretical mechanisms have
been proposed to explain the phenomenon, and it is
lhe main object of this paper to collate these and
identify those which appear to have relevance to
blocking in the southern hemisphere, and the
Australian sector in particular. One simple
mechanism which appears to have prornise, the
'forced modon mechanism' for blocking persistence,
is extended and discussed in more detail,

Proposed mechanisms for the initiation
and maintenance of blocking
To understand blocking mechanistically we may
forrnulate the problem in three parts, namely (l)
what initiates the blocking situation, (2) what
maintains the blocked state once it has formed, and
(3) what cauSes this state to break down, in the face
of (2)? Presumably, the answer to (3) will be
apparent once we have the answers to (l) and (2). It
seems likely that blocking is due to changes in the
forcing of atmospheric motions by surface heating
and orography. Although the latter does not change
(at least on the time-scales of interest), its effect may
vary because of changes in the local atmospheric
flow. The various mechanisms listed below all
depend on this forcing in one way or another.

The early theoretical ideas about blocking
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suggested that it was a rotating analogue of the
hydraulic jump of single layer (Rex 1950a, 1950b) or
stratified flow (Ball 1959); for the Australian sector,
Radok (1971) suggested that blocking may be
associated with the strongly baroclinic Indian Ocean
sector upstream. This analogy was rather loosely
made, and although it indicated why the flow rnay
have more than one stable state, it did not go far
towards describing the mechanics ofblocked states.
The following mechanisms have all appeared
recently in the literature and are more sharply
focussed, although some are more comprehensive
and highly developed than others. They are listed
and summarised here without regard to their
relative merits and deficiencies, which'are discussed
in the succeeding sections. There is some overlap of
ideas amongst them, so that they are not completely
mutually exclusive.

Mechanisms for the initiation for blocking
(a) Hemispheric resonance of forced Rossby waves

(Tung and Lindzen 1979a,1979b)
The westerly zonal circulation is perturbed by the
effects of heating and orography, which force
stationary Rossby waves. For each foreed mode
there will be a particular mean zonal flow speed at
which the mode resonates, and the authors suggest
that blocking results from this resonance. They
discuss the properties of forced modes for realistic
horizontally and vertically varying zonal flow
profiles in some detail, and the required zonal flow
speeds are shown to be realistic.
(b) Local enhancement or 'resonance' due to

superposed effects forcing Rossby lee waves
(Kalnay-R.ivas and Merkine l98l)

Rossby lee waves generated by one forcing region
rnay be enhanced by a second source downstream, if
its location relative to the phase of the wave is
appropriate. Such enhancement may result in a non-
linear 'closed flow' region (rather than simply a
larger amplitude wave) as observed in some
numerical integrations, which represents the model
of the blocking region. It is suggested that, instead
of orography and sea surface temperature anomalies
or ground heating, the initial forcing region may be
a region of enhanced baroclinity where repeated
cyclogenesis occurs, as illustrated in Fig. l. The
model as developed is fairly simple, consisting of
barotropic channel flow, and the mechanism may be
regarded as a local form of resonance.
(c) Non-linear interaction of forced lee waves and

free travelling waves (Egger 1978)
Numerical integrations of a barotropic periodic
channel model show that the non-linear interaction
of forced waves and slowly moving free waves (i.e'
waves close to resonance) may lead to the
development of blocking-type structures under
suitable conditions, as illustrated in Fig. 2. Two
separate stationary waves are forced, and blocking
structures appear and decay as time evolves. The
model is severely truncated, but has been extended

Fig. I An example of results from the model of Kalnay-
Rivas and Merkine (1981). The stream lines repre-
sent the time-averaged flow in this barotropic model,
forced by the elliptical mountain and a sequence of
pulsed lows rt 3day intervals from the rectangular
region.

X

Fig. 2 Barotropic stream function alter 47 days of forcing
in a two-layer experiment of Egger (1978).
Stationary waves (l,l) and (3,1) are forced at a con-
stant rete in this x-periodic system ((k, l) denoting a
wrve with x and y wsve numbers of k snd I

respectively.

v ,

X

to a two-layer baroclinic model where similar results
are observed.
(d) Baroclinic instability of three-dimensional flows

(Frederiksen 1982, 1983a, 1983b)
It is well known that atmospheric flows may become
baroclinically unstable with growing eigenfunctions
which have monopole cyclogenesis structure (one-
cell structure between the equator and pole).
However, if the flow is less unstabte (i.e. less
baroclinic) so that it is closer to the threshold
criterion for instability, the most unstable mode
may instead be slower moving and have dipole (two-
cell, one high and one low) structure between
equator and pole (Frederiksen 1982, 1983a) which is
identihed with the onset of blocking. It is here
suggested that the external forcing (heating and
orography) sets up the 'mean' flow which becomes
unstable with dipole structure in the preferred
location. The examination of the stability of
observed atmospheric states (using two or five-level
hemispheric models) prior to blocking reproduces
eigenfunctions which faithfully describe the
subsequently observed blocking state.

Frederiksen (1983b) also discusses a possible
relation between the three-dimensional instability of
flows producing either cyclogenesis or the onset of
blocking and the simpler instability studies of
Baines and Frederiksen (1978), and Frederiksen
(1978).

I L  ]
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The above mechanisms suggest means by which
the blocking state may become established. To
explain the persistence of this phenomenon we now
consider question (2).

Mechanisms for the maintenance of blocking
(e) Multiple equil ibria of atmospheric flows

(Charney and de Vore 1979; Charney, Shukla
and Mo l98l; and others)

Charney and de Vore (1979) showed that  a
longitudinally periodic barotropic channel f low with
forcing, dissipation and topography, in which the
net zonal flow is determined instrinsically by the
dynamics of  the system, could have three
equilibrium states if the forcing is sufficiently large
and the system is close to the linear condition for
resonance. One of these states is unstable but the
remaining two are stable, one with a high net zonal
transport (high zonal index) and the other low net
zonal transport (low zonal index) as shown in Fig 3.
The first state is identified as the 'normal' one and
the second with blocked flow. The model has been
extended to baroclinic flow (Charney and Straus
1980) and spherical geometry (Kallen 1982), and in
both cases the same general behaviour is obtained.
In practice the atmosphere is not in an equilibrium
state, but is driven by an unsteady balance between
forcing and dissipation. It is hypothesised that the
time-varying atmosphere may spend some time
within the 'attractor basin' of one of these two
equi l ibr ium states,  unt i l  i t  is  dr iven by a
combination of external forcing and the system's
intrinsic variability into the attractor basin of the
other state.

Trevisan and Buzzi (1980) have shown that the
system studied by Charney and de Vore (or very
nearly) may be expressed as the equation for a non-
linear oscillator. It is well known that the latter
exhibit jump phenomena and multiple equilibria
when forced near resonance, as was shown initially
for the Duffing equation in 1927 (Stoker 1950). This
means that the barotropic system has analogues
in mechanical and electrical systems. For simple
baroclinic systems a detailed description of the
corresponding behaviour has been given by Plumb
( r979 ,  l 98 l ) .

Fig. 3 Stream function fields (dark lines) for the two stable
states of topographically forced flow in the
barotropic model of Charney and de Vore (1979).
The light lines denote topographic contours snd the
shaded regions topographic depressions. (r) High
zonal index, with zonal flow speed larger than reso-
nant flow speed; (b) low zonal index (modelling the
blocked state), with zonal flow speed slightly below
resonant speed for stationary Ros$y waves.

Note that mechanisrns (a), (b) aud (e) all require
the system to be close to resonance on tne
hemisphere.
(f) Solitary Rossby waves
The possible existence of solitary Rossby waves in
the atmosphere was first discussed by Long (1964).
For the dipole-type structures which are of primary
concern here, however, the most relevant types of
solitary waves are the 'modon' solutions d' -overed
by Stern (1975) and Larichev and Reznik (1976).
Modons are exact solutions of the (suitably
simplified) equations of motion, with a dipole
structure resembling a quasi-geostrophic vortex pair
which may remain stationary in the presence of a
mean zonal flow; the disturbance decays rapidly to
zero at large distances from the centre. They may be
regarded as a localised (i.e. not essentially periodic)
form of (e). These objects have since been
extensively studied by a team of theoretical
oceanographers (e.g, Flierl et al. 1980; McWilliams
et al. 1981) with a view to oceanographic and
atmospheric applications. However, there is as yet
no evidence (to my knowledge) of such dipole-like
structures being found in the ocean, and the most
relevant application of this theory may be to
atmospheric blocking. McWill iams (1980) has
explored this possibil i ty but his results are
equivocal. However, a modification of his approach
shows more promise, and this is explored below.

Salient features of blocking in the
Australian region
The distribution and character of blocking action in
the southern hemisphere as a whole have been
described by van Loon (1956) and Taljaard (1972).
To date, the only substantial documented study of
blocking action in the Australian region is by
Wright (1974), and most of the informarion
presented here stems from this work.

Wright found that a different and less restrictive
definition of blocking from those given previously
by  Rex  (1950a )  and  van  Loon  (1956 )  was
appropriate for the southern hemisphere between
60"E and 150"W (i.e. spanning the Australian
region). Wright's definition states that blocking
satisfrres the following characteristics:
(a) The basic westerly current splits into two

branches.
(b) The 5-day mean 500 mb ridge at 45"S (defining

the longitude of the block) has a rate of
progression of less than 20 degrees of longitude
per week and progresses no more than 30
degrees of longitude during the entire blocking
occurrence.

(c) The ridge of high pressure at the longitude of
blocking is at least 7 degrees south of the normal
position of the sub-tropical high pressure belt
and is maintained with recognisable continuity.

(d) The occurrence lasts for at least six days.
For phenomena satisfying these criteria in the

Baines: Blocking mechanisms with application to the Australian region 29
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Australian region, the following salient features
emerge from Wright's study:
(a) The durations are generally shorter than for the

northern hemisphere.
(b) The most common form of blocking is that

where two or more highs occupy the same
region sequentially, rather than one high for the
who le  du ra t i on  wh i ch  i s  t he  r ro r the rn
hemisphere experience.

(c) Blocking is most common in the Tasman Sea,
but also occurs in the Western Pacific, Great
Australian Bight and eastarn Indian Ocean.

(d) For the region l l0'E-150'W there are two
pronounced seasonal maxima in the frequency
of occurrence of blocking - one in the summer
and one in the winter.

(e) Compared with the northern hemisphere,
blocking in the Australian region is a smaller
scale phenomenon spanning -40' longitude,
with a correspondingly smaller sphere of
influence.

(f) The splitting of the basic westerly current
usually implies a cyclone-anticyclone pair
oriented approximately north-south with the
high poleward. The high is usually larger and
more conspicuous.

We next discuss the mechanisms of the previous
section in the light of some of these characteristics.
There is considerable variety in the character of
blocking flows, quite apart from their location and
duration, and it is possible that they may have
several causes. Point (e) above suggests that the
onset and nature of a block depend ot local factors
rather than the hemispheric flow as a whole, in the
following senSe. The onset of a block spanning 40o
of longitude will depend on the large-scale flow
properties such as the (local) zonal index and long
wave structure; the development of the block will
have a back effect on the hemispheric flow, but for
this to affect the blocked region itself in turn this
inf luence must  propagate r ight  araund the
hemisphere (in either direction) and arrive with
sufficient amplitude to influence the dynamics. Such
a process will take at least several days, and seems
improbable on ana priori basis. We assume that this
effect is negligible for the blocking dynamics, and
this constitutes (loosely) our definition that the
phenomenon is local.

There may be instances such as 'triple block'
occurrsnces where the same phenomenon occurs at
the three principal locations (van Loon 1956)
around the hemisphere, so that the 'effective length'
of the hemisphere is reduced by one'third. In such
cases i t  may be appropr iate to regard the
phenomenon as a hemispheric one; however, triple
block occurrences are relatively rare (two triple
blocks and three double blocks in a S-yeat period,
with 55 cases in all, according to the definition of
van Loon 1956) and it is plausible that they may be
due to the coincidence of local conditions. In the
absence of any substantial evidence to the contrary,

therefore, we will assume that the phenomenon is
local in the above sense for the purposes of
evaluating the relevance of the mechanisms for the
initiation of blocking described earlier in this paper.
It should be emphasised that the causes ofblocking
may be related to factors which are distributed over
a wide area (even a substantial fraction of the
hemisphere) and still be 'local' in the above sense;
other factors which may be properly regarded as
hemispherical, such as the long wave pattern, may
be important in 'setting the stage'. In the northern
hemisphere, where the phenomenon has larger scale
with two preferred Iocations the 'local' assumption
may be less appropriate, but even here single block
cases are more common than double blocks (Rex
1950b),

Relevant mechanisms for the Australian
region
Mechanism (a), hemispheric resonance of forced
Rossby waves, described earlier in this paper, may
be largely rejected in the Australian context
because, as described above, the small scale of
blocking phenomena in the Australian region
suggests that it is mostly a local phenomenon rather
than a hemispheric one, and is not directly linked to
simultaneous events near South America and Africa
(although the relatively rare triple block occurrences
may be exceptions). Occasionally the zonal index is
the same right around the hemisphere, but more
commonly, on any day there are distinct regions
where it is large and others where it is small
(Taljaard 1972). Even in the northern hemisphere,
double blocking occurrences require several waves
to have large amplitude, rather than the dominance
of a single zonal wave number (Austin 1980).

Mechanisms (b) and (c) involve the formation of
large amplitude disturbances through superposition
and wave interaction of waves force upstream of the
blocking location. Neither mechanism is very well
developed or substantiated. There is no clear
indication that the dipole structure can be readily
produced by mechanism (b), but it cannot be
eliminated in the Australian context. Mechanism (c)
depends on the system being close to hemispheiic
resonance and its relevance for the Australian
situation is doubtful, although the general process of
non-linear interaction of forced Rossby waves which
it embodies is probably irnportant.

Mechanism (d), baroclinic instability of the
atmospheric flow preceding blocking, appears
highly plausible and shows considerable promise,
although at its present stage of development it has
the effect of pushing the problem back one stage -
it is now necessary to explain what the factors are
which render the flow unstable in the manner which
produces blocking in the particular locality. We may
presume that these are related to the local forcing
from orography and heating; the distinction from
the other models is that here the blocking situation



arises spontaneously from some other possibly quite
different state, and need not be forced directly.

Mechanism (e) for persistence of blocked states
(the existence of multiple equilibria), as originally
formulated by Charney and de Vore (1979) and
Charney and Strauss (1980) does not seem
applicable because, as noted above, blocking in the
sou the rn  hemisphe re  i s  appa ren t l y  a  l oca l
phenomenon  and  no t  a  hemisphe r i c  one .
Furthermore, Reinhold and Pierrehumbert (1982)
have shown that  the presence of ,  t ransient
disturbances considerably alters the locations (in
phase space) of the attractor basins, so that the
mean properties of the system when orbiting within
each basin may differ substantially from those of the
stable steady-state equilibrium points (obtained in
the absence of transients). Hence transient synoptic
phenomena have a significant eflect on the long-
lerm mean behaviour. For application to the
Australian region the model needs modification to
accommodate a local system rather than a
hemispheric or periodic one, but the overall concept
of multiple equilibria seems likely to be valid in an
extended sense. Multiple equilibria with localised
forcing have been found in the somewhat analogous
system of stratified flows over topography (Baines
and Davies 1980).

Mechanism (f), solitary Rossby waves. Of the two
possible known types, the dipole-l ike modon
solutions seem most relevant to the southern
hemisphere - they are isolated phenomena with the
right overall structure. McWill iams (1980) considers
a form of equivalent barotropic model (described
below) and terms the waves 'equivalent modonS'.
His solutions are essentially lree waves, with no
forcing or dissipation, and he finds that rather
special conditions are required for stationary
equivalent modons to exist in the atmosphere. If
forcing is included, however, it may be shown that
these conditions may be relaxed substantially, so
that the modon model appears much more relevant.
We discuss the character of forced modons and their
application to atmospheric flows in the next two
secttons.

Equations for modon solutions in
the atmosphere
We begin by deriving the equations for non-linear
quasi-geostrophic disturbances to a zonal flow, and
then consider  the character  of  modon-type
solutions. The equations for quasi-geostrophic
hydrostatic flow on a B-plane in pressure co-
ordinates are (Phillips 1970)

e,p,I B**+ J(f,V'?p) = f" 
#, . . . I

I

-  t ' / , e + J ( 9 ' P p ) l = - o - Q ,

where suff-rxes denote derivatives, and

, g ' D p l d 0
y / = - , r d = : , d ( p J = -

fo Dt pO 0p

o =  f o 9 *  
:  " ' 2Y

poCpT

x and y and z denote eastwards, northwards, and
vertical co-ordinates respectively, ry' is the stream
function for horizontal velocities, p denotes
pressure,  g accelerat ion due to grav i ty ,  T
temperature, p density and O potential temperature,
Co is the specific heat at constant pressure and q* is
the heating rate per unit mass. o is the static stability
parameter and the Coriolis frequency i is given by

f = f " * B y .

An overbar denotes the average value on a pressure
surface. The Jacobian J is defined as

J(A,B) = A* By - Ay B*.

Boundary conditions in pressure for this model are

r.r(o) = 0,
o , ( p o ) = p ( f " r y ' 1  - g w ) l  

p o ,  . . . 5

since pressure fluctuations vanish at the upper
boundary, and the lower boundary is assumed to be
?t p = po. w denotes the vertical velocity.

We assume a representation for ry' which consists
of a mean pre^ssure profile F(p), a mean zonal
velocity profile F(p) and a set of orthonormal modes
4(p) n = l, 2, . . ., so that

9$,x,Y,t) = F(P) - J ug')oY'n 1P)
* 

"I 
/"(x,y,t)F"(p)

The eigenfunctions for the disturbances satisfy

t .
t rnrml=F^ J ' lF"(p, )F^(p,)dp,= 6n, ,  .  .  .  j

where 6n. is the Kronecker delta function. In
general, { i denotes the mean value with respect to p
of the quantity enclosed. Following McWilliams
(1980), we may derive a set of equations for the
functions ry'" by multiplying Eqgr I by Fdp) and
integrating. If we truncate this system so that we
consider only the first mode ry'', the appropriate
equation for O where

a =  {Fr }9 r  ,

Baines: Blocking mechanisms with application to the Australian region 3 l
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vro,  -R ' Q, * [d 
- atU yy* a2U]tD* * a,UV2iD*

J [ O ' -  o t y ' , ( V ' 2  -  l ) , D ' +

[ ( l * a ,  * o t Y . ) y , j = 0 .
lr

This equation may be expressed in the form

l [Q  *  cy ' , (V ,  -  l )  d  *  y ' ]  =  0 ,

by definlng

l 9

where P is an arbitrary functional, and particular
solutions may be obtained by chgosing specific
forms of P. Analytic solutions to equations of this
form for localised non-linear disturbances were first
obtained by Larichev and Reznik (1976), and these
solutions have come to be known as modons
(although the term is not universally regarded as
appropriate). The archetype modon solution for Eqn
19 is (McWill iams 1980)

ca sind[t Jr !I-@ - (l + q') J,' , . < u
k2 J , (k )  k2  a '

SQ,o) = or
- ca sind K, (q r/a)/K, (q) , r ) a

t 6

l 1

+ J (O,V2O) =

{F , r } {F ,+a }  ,
,  o p

wnere
a ,  = { F ?  F }  '

* _ t2 tFl dFl* z  -  , o  
l o  

-dp

- 
f," r, 

(pJ p(p")e 1pl)*(nJ 
o

-' = 
h[+:)rl+1]1,c;;'; ] ' l 0

a'
o -s., (i)),

Note that dr and az depend on both the vertical
structure of the zonal flow F(p) and the vertical
structure of the disturbance, F1(p). Equation t has
the form of the equivalent barotropic equation. The
two forcing terms on the right-hand side represent,
respectively, the effects of topography and heating.
We may represent the effects of topography of the
form z = h(x,y), by assurning that the topography is
sufficiently small so that it may be represented by
the condition at p = po, namely

w(po) = -/y(x,y,po)h* + I hv= J/(pJh). . . . l l

We also assume that the heating function may be
expressed

Q = Q o Q r 0 ) Q z ( x , y ) ,  . . . 1 2

where Q1 and Q2 are dimensionless.
We now consider steady-state solutions to Eqn 9

with U(y) = Uo = constant. We also non-
dimensionalise the equation by taking (U./p)h as
the'unit of length and (Uo A)-h as the unit of t ime.
We therefore write

a = U"(U"/d)h oi )
)  t 3

(x,y,h) = (U"l P)h (x',I ' ,h'), 
t

so that Eqn 9 becomes

d ,2Uo
| + -B- O'*, + arY2th|, + J(O',V2O')

" ' 1 4
= - A, J(iD' - ary',h'; - AoQ, (x',y'),

where

4, = f"P(Pg)g pi(p"),
' PolJ

Q" f o")tpi)
A q  =  { F l 1 1 P , Q , p } f f i , o , = f f f  . . . 1 5

We now look for a special class of non-linear
solutions to this equation, and we consider first the
unforced system without topography or heating, i.e.
h = Q" = 0. In this case Eqn 14 may be written

l * a , * a 2 U o f  B ,

Q 1

l * a , * a 2 U o f  B

Equation l7 has the general solut ion

( V 2  - l ) d + y ' = P ( d * c y ' ) ,

l 8

where r = (xtz*y'z)n and 0 arepotu. .o-orainutr.lrl
and k and q are given in terms of a and c by

I

q2  =  a2 ( ' / " *  l ) ,

J,(k) / K, (q)

t l , t f . l  +  qf lq ;  = 0 '  "  '21

J, and K, are Bessel functions of order y, The
properties of these solutions are discussed in detail
in Flierl et al. (1980), and we give only a brief
description here. We will also be concerned only
with the 'gravest' modon, i.e. the solution with the
smallest value of k satisfying Eqn 21. (In fact,
Berestov (1981) indicates that the higher modes are
not valid solutions,) Figure 4 shows the stream
function Q * cy' for a southern hemisphere modon
Go ( 0); the vorticity is contained entirely within the
circle r = a, and has a discontinuous derivative on
the perimeter. The modon may be described as a
quasi-geostrophic vortex pair, each vortex moving
against the mean flow under the influence of its
neighbour. Another interesting aspect of the
solution is that the disturbance decays exponentially
to zero in the radial direction for r ) a. so that the
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Fig. 4 The total stream functions d * cy'for the modon
solution (e.g. 20-21) in the southern hemlspbere with
a = 1.5 c = -I .01 k = 3.835,q = 0.149(adapted
from McWilliams 1980).

x
q = ' l  5 ,  g =  - 1 0 1

disturbance is extremely localised and does not
affect distant events. We may identify ttlo other
parameters of interest: M, the maximum Value of
the disturbance stream function within r 3 a, giving
a measure of the modon's intensity, and /, the half-
separation between rnodon stream function centres,
The solution, Eqns 20 and 21, has two free
parameters so that, of c,a,M and /, if two are
specified the other two follow. The relation between
these parameters for c ( 0 is shown in Fig. 5. For
fixed radius a, the speed increases with increasing
intensity M. Modon solutions are also possible for c
) 0, moving with the flow, but are not possible in
the range

- 1 ( c ( 0 ,

which is the range of linear Rossby wave phase
speeds.

McWilliams (1980) discusses the application of
these solutions to atmospheric blocking. He
assumes a vertical structure Fr(p) as shown in Fig. 6,
obtained from Holmstrom (1964). However, in
order to obtain c (-l (where c is given by Eqn l8)
it is necessary that the vertical structure of the zonal
flow F(p) be substantially more barotropic than that
of the disturbance F;(p), so that az is sufficiently
large negative. Evidence for this disparity between
Fr(p) and F(p) appears to be slight, and McWilliams
concludes that the evidence for atmospheric systems
satisfying these modon requirements is marginal. In
fact, we expect F,(p) and F(p) to be similar a priori,
and the profile shown in Fig. 6 has the expected
general appearance of the mid-latitude westerly
wind profile. Also, the existence of free modons as

Fig. 5 The propertles of westward-propagating modons (c(
0) as a function of speed c and radius a. The contour
intervals for M (maximum disturbance sfieam func-
tlon amplitude) rnd / (half separation distrnce be-
tween eddy contours) are logarithmic, with each suc-
cessive contour value increased by V 10. No solutions
are possible in the range'- I ( c ( 0, the range of
linear Rossby wave speeds (from McWilliams 1980).

c  - l O

-  t 0 2
o-2 ro- |  |  to ro

O M- ' ; '

Fig. 6 The gravest empirical mode for geopotentid height,
from October 1959 data for the northern hemisphere,
which sccounts for 88 per cent of the totsl variance
(from McWllliams 1980, following Holmstrom
r963).

p (db)

F,  (P)

travelling north-south dipole structures (moving
either eastward or westward) in the atmosphere
appears to be rare; 

'they are not a conspicuous
feature of the regular synoptic charts.

Forced modons and blocking
We next consider the possible effects of forcing on
modons. and assume

- l

F'(p) = F(p), 22
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so that
o | = d t , O h = O .  . . . 2 3

With F1(p) as given in Fig. 6 we have a r = 1.29. We
begin by considering the case of topography without
heating, so that Eqn 14 becomes

J[Q'  -  a1Y' ,  (V '2 -  1)O'  +
( 1  * a r ) y ' * A r l ' l  = 0 .  . . . 2 4

If we consider the special case of uniformly north-
south sloping topography

z ' = h ' ( x , , y , ) = ( h o * a y ' ) f A r ,  , . . 2 5  y

Eqn 24 may be written in the form of Eqn 17 if we
define

o'
V -  r e - -

1 * a , * a  I

With these definit ions, the solution Eqns 20 and 21,
is also a solution of Eqn 24. The necessary condition
for stationary modon solutions - a 1c ( -l
then becomes

- ( l  +  a ) 1 a  < - 1 .  .  . . 2 7

The requirement a < - I implies that the
topographic effect on the flow must be stronger than
the B-effect, and of opposite sign. Since

"=A,f i+, ' .  '28
the topography must slope downward toward the
pole in either hemisphere. A, may be written

er  = *  F? (pJ ,  .  .  . 2s_  p H .  . _

where H, is the scale height at ground level. If we
take representative values at 50" latitude, namely fo
=  -1 .1  .  l 0 -as - r , f  -  1 .4 .  l 0 - ' r  m- rs - r  and  H*  =  7  km
we obtain lArl = 59.4, so that for l"l > I we require
# > 0,017. This slope is too large to exist over a

lurg, u."" on the synoptic l.netf, scuf"[f; 
|

although it is common enough on scales of 100 km
or less where the flow is not geostrophic.

Hence this archetype of topographic modon is not
possible in the atmosphere, and it therefore seems
probable that topographic effects are also too small
to permit other more complicated stationary
solutions.

Modon solutions may also result from heating
and cooling of the air. We may in fact have the same
solution O' to Eqns 24 and 26, without topography,
if the heating term has the value

Ao Qr(x',y') = ArJ(o - d y',h'),

= o i D r x r ,  . . . r 0

with a satisfying Eqn 27. This implies that the
heating and cooling distribution Qr(x',y') must have
the form shown in Fig. 7 foi the southern
hemisphere, with signs reversed for the northern
hemisphere. Hence we require a 'quadrupole' type

Fig. 7 The pattern of heating which can result in the modon
mlution shown in Fig. l. '*' denotes heating, '-'
denotes cooling.

X
n  - 1 . (  1  n lq -  |  J ,  L -  -  |  V  I

of heating/cooling distribution, which may well be
related to a sea surface temperature (SST) field.

To estimate the heating/cooling magnitudes
required, we assumeT = constant so that

p = p o €  z l H s ,  
p =  p o e ' / H " ,  .  . .  3 l

d . l

* a , * e
.26

where H, is the scale height
density, and that the heating
iorm

$ = 5"1x'.u'1.-' la, 'up

and po the surface
and cooling have the

where 6 is the scale height of the heating. Since o- =

R' 10"' where N is the Brunt-Vdisdld frequency,
from Eqns 2 and 15 we have

.*){'(+J'uo}
The maximum values of the right-hanO ,ia.'"i'

Eqn 30 with a = -l are approximately unity. If
we take H,  = 7 km, d = I  km, Uo = 20m s-r ,N =
lO- , s - r ,  g  =  1 .4  l 0 - r r  m ls -1 ,  f o  =  _L l .  l 0 -a
s-r ,  So = I  K day- '  = 1.16.  10-5 K s- l  andT = 270
K, we obtain

Ao Q, = 0.074.

If instead we take d = co so that the heating is
distributed uniformly through the depth of the
atmosphere, we obtain

Ao Q, = 0.3.

These values are less than unity, but they indicate
that the necessary value could be excgeded with a
larger heatingTcobting rate, smallerN2 or smaller
Uo. There is no area limitation as in the case of



topography. Also, since there is considerable
flexibility in the structure of modon solutions, the
pattern depicted in Fig. 7 (although necessary for
the solution given here) need only be regarded as a
guide to the type of heating distribution re4uired for
modon solutions in general. A necessary condition
for steady-state solutions, however, is that the net
heating for flow on a given streamline be zero, for
both internal (r ( a) closed streamlines and external
ones.

It should be noted that overly complex or
contrived SST patterns are not required to produce
the heating/cooling distribution of Fig. 7. In fact, if
we assume that a sufficient portion of the air column
acquires the temperature of the sea surface
immediately below it, a purely zonal temperalvre
gradient will give the required heating,/cooling
pattern, The rate of heating is proportional to the
northward velocity, With this assumption we will
clearly have multiple equilibria i.e. both zonal flow
and the modon solutions, and no SST'anomaly' is
required.

Conclusions and discussion
We have discussed the various mechanisms which
have been proposed to explain the initiation and the
persistence of atmospheric blocking. In general,
these theories assume that it is in some way due to
the influences of heating and/or topography. It is
not possible at present to positively identify the
dominant mechanisms responsible given the sketchy
character of some theories and the nature of the
data available (for most of the above models, the
authors claim that their model is consistent with
observations), but it is possible to identify the
strongest contenders.

Of the mechanisms for initiation, the baroclinic
i ns tab i l i t y  mechan i sn  i s  t he  mos t  f i rm ly
substantiated, and it explains the dipole structure
and the locality of iti occurrence. In a sense,
however, it merely pushes the problem back one
stage, in that it is now necessary to identify which
processes qeate the flow which goes unstable in tbis
manner in the particular location. This forced state
may in some ways resemble the blocked state itself,
but it is interesting that the blocked state need not be
forced directly, and that the atmosphere may
'tumble into it' via an instability.

Of the mechanisms which could maintain the
blocked state, the possibility of multiple equilibria in
the atmosphere has been much discussed in the
literature. These models have regarded the
hemispheric flow as a whole, but the Australian
phenomenon appears to be a localised one.
Accordingly,'the modon mechanism appears to be
more appropriate here, and this represents a type of
localised multiple equil ibrium. Both the free
solution and the topographic solution are alternative
states to that of purely zonal flow. The relevance of
the model is aided by the presence of thermal
forcing, which may be associated with a certain

spatial distribution of sea surface temperature; this
has the virtue of lixing the locality and is consistent
with the observation that blocking nearly always
occurs over the sea in both hemispheres. If we make
the assumption that part of the atmosphere acquires
the temperature of the sea surface immediately
below it, modon solutions resembling blocking may
exist for a purely zonal temperature distibution, so
that multiple equilibria are possible with thermal
forcing also. Another interesting aspect of modons
is the possible presence of superimposed 'riders'

(Flierl et al. 1980) which may make the high-low
structure asymmetric and difficult to perceive in
atmospheric flows. The essential point of the modon
phenomenon, however, is that a number of localised
non-linear solutions of the equivalent barotropic
equations exist, some of which have general
properties similar to the perceived archetypal
properties of blocking structures.

Given that it is theoretically possible for a zonal
SST distribution to maintain a blocking-type state,
it is interesting to speculate on the effect of a block
on subsequent SST patterns. A high at high
latitudes with reduced wind speed and higher
insolation due to less cloud could result in higher
SSTs which would reduce the mer id ional
temperature gradient of SST and weaken the block.
Perhaps this is one way in which the block breaks
up. On the whole, blocking situations would seem to
be a good theme for air-sea interaction studies.

There is an element of subjectivity in the
assessment of the various mechanisms discussed
above, but the reasons for the opinions given are
stated and the reader is invited to form his own
conclusions. This paper will serve a useful purpose if
it stimulates some well-reasoned criticism of the
ideas expressed. No doubt the picture will be
different after the Subject develops over the next few
years. One idea which has not been considered is the
suggestion that Rossby waves forced in distant
locations (usually at low latitudes) may propagate
long distances and superimpose to contribute to a
blocked state ('teleconnections'- see Karoly 1983).
As yet this mechanism has not been formulated into
a consistent theory for blocking, and there are
problems in explaining the localised blocking
structure without the conspicuous presence of
associated adjacent disturbances. However, the
subject is underdeveloped, particularly for the
southern hemisphere, and progress in the near future
may cause reassessment of its significance.

One factor which makes this topic difficult is the
high level of the transient energy in the atmosphere
(- 50Vo of the total), which generally implies that it
is difficult to identify observational cases which are
'pure' in the sense that they are free of extraneous
travelling disturbances which complicate the flow.
In fact, it has even een suggested by Green and
Austin (Austin 1980) that passing synoptic
disturbances in the split westerly airstream may help
feed and maintain the blocking structure. All this

Baines: Blocking mechanisms with application to the Australian region
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implies that a major effort in observation and dara
analysis is required in order to identify the
dynamical processes unambiguously, and this is the
area where progress is most urgently needed.
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